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FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL CLOSURES OF CERTAIN

PARTIALLY ORDERED FIELDS
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JOSEPH E. TURCHECK

ABSTRACT.  First order algebraic differential equations (a.d.e.'s) are con-

sidered in the setting of an abstract differential field with an abstract order re-

lation, whose properties mirror those of the usual asymptotic dominance relations

of analysis.   An abstract existence theorem, for such equations, is proved by

constructing an extension of both the differential field and the abstract order re-

lation.   As a consequence, a first order differential closure theorem, for those

differential fields with order relations which we consider, is obtained.   The clo-

sure theorem has corollaries which are important to the asymptotic theory of

a.d.e.'s and have application to a.d.e.'s with coefficients meromorphic in a sec-

tor of the complex plane.

Introduction    This paper is divided into six parts.

I. Preliminaries.

II. First order differential closure theorem.

III. First order-nth degree closed GLF's.

IV. Abstract existence theorem.

V. Applications.

VI. Appendix.

Let Z = ((X, «, U, C), D, x) be a graduated logarithmic field (GLF), as de-

fined by Strodt [4], also [6].   In this paper we make the assumptions that C is an

algebraically closed field and, moreover, that, whenever B is a finite subset of

X,   3 a field, constrained over Z, which contains B.   A GLF with the latter

property will be said to be finitely enveloped.  (Cf. [6] for any undefined terms

used in this paper.X1)  It might be remarked that the simplest example of such a

GLF is the differential field of functions generated by the logarithmic monomials
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(!)  With the exception that f> g means that either / » g or / * g, where  » and

« are as defined in [ó], and, similarly, for f< g.
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(i.e., functions of a complex variable of the form, cza(log zr • - • (log   z)1, where

c is a complex number, a, b, ••• , t are rational,  r is a nonnegative integer, and

logr z is the rth iterate of the logarithm).   In this example, ÍK, D) is the dif-

ferential field described above, « is the usual ( ) asymptotic ordering of func-

tions as z —► œ in a sector of the complex plane, U consists of all unit logari-

thmic monomials, i.e., those monomials with c = 1, C is the complex number

field and x is the sequence (z, log z, log2 z, • • •).

We note a basic fact: -If R is a differential polynomial (d.p.) over Z and

f £ K is a nonzero solution of R = 0, then R is unstable at /. Moreover, if m

is the unique logarithmic monomial ~ /, then m £ crit (R, Z).

Does there exist a differential field extension of ÍK, D), say ÍK*, D*), and

an extension of «, the asymptotic order (cf. [3, §l], also [6, §2.3]) of K, to an

asymptotic order of K*, say «*, such that Z* = ÜK*, «*, U, C), D*, x) is a

finitely enveloped GLF with the closure property:   Whenever P is a d.p. over

Z* and 772 £ crit(P, Z*),  3 an element of K*, say h, such that h ~* m and

Pib)= 0?

The main result of this paper is the solution of the above extension problem

when the closure property is taken with respect to (w.r.t.) first order d.p.'s.

We require C to be algebraically closed and Z (also Z*) to be finitely

enveloped because then Bank's algorithm (cf. [l], also [6, §§2.81—85]) can be ef-

fectively applied to any d.p. over Z, say P, to determine crit(P, Z), the set

of P's critical monomials.

After preliminary work in I, the first order differential closure theorem is

stated in II and reduced there, by a Zorn's lemma argument, to the abstract ex-

istence theorem.   Ill contains some results which hold for GLF's having the

closure property w.r.t. certain classes of d.p.'s.   The arguments of III were de-

veloped by Strodt in order to prove the results announced in [5].

The abstract existence theorem is proved in IV.   Briefly, an appropriate d.p.

over Z, say Q, is selected.   A proper differential field extension of ÍK, D), say

ÍK', D'), which is generated over (K, D) by a solution of Q = 0 is constructed.

« is extended to an asymptotic order of K', say « .   Standard facts from alge-

bra and differential algebra about field extensions are used to construct ÍK1, £>')

while the concept of a valuation (cf. [2, pp. 296-300]) is used to define «'.  It

is then necessary to show that Z' = ÜK',«', U, C), D', x) is a GLF.  The major

difficulty here is to verify that D' is stable, in the context of Z , at nonconstant

logarithmic monomials (cf. [6, §2.4(2)]).   The preliminary "structure theorem"

of III is crucial for this.   Indeed, only a certain inductive point of view in the

selection of Q will enable us to use this theorem to advantage.   Roughly, if n

(2)  Although, for this example, f « g coincides with /= o(g), generally f« g is

much stronger than /= o(g) (cf. [6, §2.121d]).
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is the maximal integer such that Z has the closure property w.r.t. first order

d.p.'s of degree < 72, then we take Q to be first order and (72 + l)st degree.

Applications of the first order differential closure theorem are given in V.

The applications hold in any (finitely enveloped or not) GLF, abstract or con-

crete (i.e., function-theoretic).   (Cf. [6, §§2.120—122] for examples of concrete

GLF's.)  Our main application is the establishment of a general "first order struc-

ture theorem".   Roughly, a first order structure theorem denies to a first order

a.d.e. the possibility of possessing an infinite sequence of solutions, vQ, vQ +

v., . •. , vn + v, + ... + v ,... , such that v. , « v. V¿.   Earlier versions of the
1 U 1 72 7+1 2

structure theorem have proved extremely useful in the algebraic-asymptotic theory

of differential equations (cf. [6, Chapter 6]). Our structure theorem, the strongest

one so far, generalizes a recent result of Strodt [5].

VI is an appendix containing results which would be disruptive if placed

elsewhere.

The author gratefully acknowledges the invaluable advice and support of

Walter Strodt and several informative conversations with Robert Wright.   In par-

ticular, the important concept of a "P-stable element" (cf. §4.7.D) is due to

Wright.

Notation. 7l will denote the nonnegative integers. In this paper the letter D

(L) when suffixed to a section number will indicate a section devoted to a defini-

tion (lemma).

General hypothesis for I—IV.   Z = ((X, «, U, C), D, x) is a finitely enveloped

GLF and C is algebraically closed.   M (U) will denote the set of (unit) logarithmic

monomials of Z.

I.   Preliminaries.

General hypothesis for I.   Z' = ((X',«', U, C), D', x) is a finitely enveloped

GLF.   (X*. D') and «' are extensions, respectively, of ÍK, D) and «.

1.1. D. f e K' is said to be nonsingular over X if either (1) / is algebraic

over X, or (2) / satisfies a first order a.d.e. over (X, D), say P = 0, and P is

asymptotically nonsingular at /.

1.2. D. Z' is said to be strongly attached to Z if X' is differentially gen-

erated over X by its nonsingular elements over X.

1.3. D.   Z' is said to be weakly attached to Z if, whenever / e X',   3 a

finite, nondecreasing sequence of differential subfields of X , say X = Xn, Xj,

• • • , X , such that (1) if Z = ZQ, Z,, • ••» Z    is the sequence of GLF's as-

sociated to the K. in the obvious way, then Z. j is strongly attached to Z¿ (O

< ¿<72- 1) and (2) / eKn.

I.A.   L.   Suppose that Z    is strongly attached to Z    and Z    ¿s weakly

attached to Z.   Then Z"  is weakly attached to Z.
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Proof.   This follows from the definitions.

1.5. L.   If 1' is strongly attached to Z.  then card (K) = card ÍK.').

Proof.   Let G = \f £ K': f is nonsingular, but not algebraic over K\.   K1 is

clearly algebraic over K(G).   Thus, the transcendence degree of K' over K is

< card(G).   By a well-known cardinality result, card(K')> card(K) iff the trans-

cendence degree of K' over K is > card(K).   It suffices to show that card(G)>

card (K) leads to a contradiction.

If / £ G, 3   a first order d.p. over Z, say Q, and a e crit(Q, Z) such that

/~ a,  Qif)= 0, and Q is asymptotically nonsingular at /.   Under the above cir-

cumstances, we say that / is associated to iQ, a).   Let L denote the set

l(P, m): / is associated to (P, 777) for some / £ G\; clearly card(L)< card(K).

Thus, since card(G)> card(K), 3  an element of L, say (P, m\ whose set of

associates, say H, has cardinality > card(K).

Select h0 £ H.   Then PihQ) = 0.  Let PyiY) = PihQ+ Y) and H y = {/- hQ:

feH, f¿hQ\ and Cy - ip £ crit (Pp Z): p « ¿0K   Then, clearly, card(/7j)>

card(K) and card(C,) < card (f<).   Each element of f/j is ~ to some element of

Cy.   Thus 3 a eC, suchthat card(!/ e/7j: / -v al) > card ÍK).   Select ¿j ef/j

such that i j ~ a.   Then  P,(i,) = 0.   Let P2iY) = P {ihy + Y) and H2 = \f - by-,

f ~ a and f £ Hy- \hy}} and C2 = \p £ crit(P2, Z): p « ¿t!.   Then, as before

card (//,) > card (K) and card(C2) < card ÍK).   At this point, we may proceed as

above, with P2, H2, and C2 replacing Pj, Hj, and C,.   From this recursive

procedure, we infer the existence of an infinite sequence into K', say hQ, hy, h.

• • • , such that bi . « h{ and P(in + ij + • • • + h{) = 0 Ví > 0.   Since P is

asymptotically nonsingular at 777, the structure theorem of [6, §6.10] is contra-

dicted.

Proof.   This is a rather straightforward extension of §1.5.

1.7.   D.   (a)  Let F be a family of d.p.'s over Z.   Then Z is said to be

closed w.r.t. F iff, whenever P £ F and m £ crit(P, Z), P = 0 has a solution

~ 777 in K.

(b)  Let n be a positive integer.   Let G be the set of all polynomials over

K.  Let H be the set of all first order d.p.'s over Z and L the set of all ele-

ments of H whose degree w.r.t. DY is < n.   Then we say Z is:

(i)  algebraically closed iff it is closed w.r.t. G,

(ii)  first order closed iff it is closed w.r.t. G U H,

(iii)  first order-72th degree closed iff it is closed w.r.t. G U L.

1.6. L.   // Z' is weakly attached to Z,  then card ÍK') = card(K).

II.  First order differential closure theorem.
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General hypothesis for II.   G is an algebraically closed field extension of X

and card(G)> card(K).

Abstract existence theorem.  Suppose that Z is not first order closed.   Then

3 a proper differential algebraic extension of (X, D), say (X*. D'), and an ex-

tension of «, say «', such that X' C G and V = ((x',«', U, C), D', x) is a

finitely enveloped GLF which is strongly attached to Z.

Proof.   The proof is given in IV.

First order differential closure theorem.   Suppose that Z is not first order

closed.   Then 3  a differential algebraic extension of (X, D), say iK*,D*), and

an extension of «, say «*, such that Z* = ÜK*, «*, U, C), D*, x) is a first

order closed GLF and weakly attached to Z.   Z* will be called a first order

closure of Z.

Proof.   Let ÍF be the family of all ordered triples, (X¿, D¿,«¿), such that

(1)  X.C G, (2)  (K-, D) is an extension of (X. D), (3) «2 is an extension of

«, and (A)  ÜK-,«., U, C), D{,x) is a finitely enveloped GLF which is weakly

attached to Z.  We order ? as follows: (X¿, Df,«¿)> (K., D,,«.) iff (X;, D.)

is an extension of (X., D.) and «¿ is an extension of «..  It follows routinely

from the definitions of Part I that ¡? is thus inductively ordered.   Let (X*, D*,

«*) be a maximal element of ?, as guaranteed by Zorn's lemma.   Z* = ((X*,«*,

U, C), D*, x) is first order closed since in the contrary case the abstract exis-

tence theorem together with § 1.4 and §1.6 provide a contradiction to the maximality

of (X*,D*,<<*).

III.  First order-72th degree closed GLF's.

General hypothesis for III. 72 is a positive integer. Z is first order-Tzth de-

gree closed.   P is either a first order d.p. over Z of degree < n or a zero order d.p.

3.1. D.   Let u = (an, Uy, • • •) be a sequence into X such that a. . « ui

V¿ > 0.   Let P0 = P and P¿+1 = PAu{ + Y) Vz > 0.   Let / e X.

(1) u is a critical chain for P iff P. is unstable at u. V¿ > 0.

(2) f~ 2(u, k) means /- (an + • • • + a.) « u{ holds whenever 0 < i < k.

(3) / » 2(u) means / « 2(u, k) holds V* > 0.

3.2. L. Let u be a critical chain for P. Suppose that P is either asymp-

totically nonsingular at a. or zero order. Then P=0 has a solution in X, say

f, such that f ~ 2(u).

Proof. Let P. be defined as in §3.1. For each ¿, let z¿ e X be a solution

of P. = 0 which is ~ a¿. Moreover, let y. = zQ and y. . = aQ + a, + • • • + a. +

z.  . tot i> 0.   We claim that, for some /, y. « 2(u).
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Suppose the contrary.   For each ;', let a. be the smallest integer such that

y. # 2(u, a.).   Clearly, a. > ; V/ > 0.   Thus q = (aQ, a., • • •) is an unbounded

sequence.   W.l.o.g., we assume that q is strictly increasing.   For each ;', let

w. = y - - (aQ + • - « + u  .).   Clearly, w. > u     V; > 0.   But, since y. ~

2(u, - 1 + a.) and a„. « a   , .„ , we have w. « u   . ,      Vi > 1.   It follows easily
J 9; -l+i?/ ; -1+9;    '— 7

that w.+y « w. V; > 0.   Let v0 - yQ and vy+, = yy+, - y. V; > 0.   Thus, vy+1 =

"¡F+i - wi+ (ai+<,y+ • * ' + ««/+t* clearly> "y+i *•-**v' * °- T"118' "y+i « "/

V; > 0.   Therefore P(v0 + i>, + • • • + v■) = 0 V; > 0.   If P is asymptotically non-

singular at «0, §6.10 of [6] is contradicted.   On the other hand, the contradiction

is obvious if P is zero order.

3.3. L.   Let u be a critical chain ¡or P.   Then P = 0 has a solution in K,

say f,  such that f « liu).

Proof.   Consider S§(P, uA (cf. [6, §6.0] for terminology).  If S§(P, a0)= 0,

the result follows from §3.2.   Assume this lemma is true for S§(P, uA< s and

suppose o§(P, uA m s+ 1.

Let P{ be defined as in §3.1.   If §§(F-. «•) < « + 1 for some /' > 0, the result

follows from the induction hypothesis.  Thus, we assume S§(P-, a.) = s + 1 V; >

0.   Let Q = riP), Q0 = Q, and Q¿  j = o¿(af + Y) V/ > 0.   u is a critical chain for

Q.   Thus, by the induction hypothesis, 3 g e K such that Q(g) = 0 and g ~ 2(u).

Let R= Pig+ Y).   If RiO) - 0, we take / =  g.   If R(0) ¿ 0, let nbea prin-

cipal monomial of R.   For each /,   R = Pig + Y) = FJ+1 (g - (aQ + • • • + a.) + Y).

Since P.  ,  is unstable at »...  and g - (aQ + • • • + a.) ~ a.  ,, it follows from

[6, §2.98L] that the principal monomials of R are « a.  ,.   That is, v « a. V; >

0.   Let w £ K such that Riw) = 0 and w ~ v.    Then clearly,  g + w ~ 2(u).   We

take f = g + w.

3.4. Corollary. // u is a critical chain for P and each a. is a logarithmic

monomial, then 3 ar2 integer, say p, such that each u. has logarithmic rank < p

icf. [6, §2.34] for terminology).

Proof. By §3-3, 3/eK such that / ~ 2(u). Since Z is finitely enveloped,

/ is contained in a p-constrained field (over Z) for some integer p. The corollary

follows immediately.

3.5. Preliminary structure theorem.   Let u = (a0, »,,•••) be a sequence in-

to K such that P(aQ + ••• + ».)■ 0 V}' > 0.   Then it is impossible to have a.  . «

». V; > 0.

Proof.   Assume the contrary.   Then u is a critical chain for P.   By §3.3,

3/eK such that P(/) = 0 and / « 2(u).   Let Q = P(/ + V).   Define vy = aQ + • • •

+ a.- / V/> 0.   Then Q(w.)= 0 Vy> 0.   Clearly, vy ̂ >- ay+1 V;> 0.   Thus, since
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a. . «a. V/> 0, it follows that the set []m[: m ecritÍQ, Z)i is an infinite set.

This is in contradiction to the fact that, since Q is first order, the set must be

finite (cf. [1, p. 93, Remark (2)]).

IV.   Proof of the abstract existence theorem.  The proof falls into two cases:

case one—Z is 720/ algebraically closed;  case two—Z is algebraically closed,

but 720/ first order closed.   Similar developments are needed for each case.   Case

one requires the solution of an algebraic equation, while a first order a.d.e. is

solved in case two.   We give the proof for case two only, since it is, by far, the

more difficult one.(î)

Outline of the proof for case two (cf. Introduction).

(1) Q is selected and its properties described in §§4.1—10.

(2) (X', D') is constructed in §§4.10-13.

(3) «' is constructed in §§4.14-21.

(A) Asymptotic information about the operator D' is developed in §§4.22-29.

(5)  Z' - ((X', «', U, C), D', x) is show to be a GLF, finitely enveloped,

and strongly attached to Z in §§4.30-33.

4.1. D.  72 = minis eTl: Z is 720/ first order-(s + l)st degree closed!.

4.2. D.   A d.p. over Z, say P, is said to be critically unique (c.u.) iff

(1)  card(p7zz(P, Z)) = 1, and (2)  if g ^ m e pm(P, Z), then card(p77z(P(g + V), Z))

= 1, and, moreover, if p e crit iPig + V), Z) and p « m, then p e pmiPig + Y), Z).

4.3. General hypothesis for §§4.4—8.   P is c.u.

A.A.   Notation.   The unique principal monomial of P will be denoted by

AP, 0), the unique principal monomial of Pig + Y) will be denoted by AP, g).

4.5. L.  Suppose f, g e X a72a" fg 4 0 a72a" g -v, ciP, O).   Then the d.p.'s,

Pig+ Y) and PifY) and fPiY), are c.u.

Proof.   Pig + Y) is c.u. by application of the second part of §4.2.   PifY) is

c.u. by application of §2.20 of [6].   The assertion about fPiY) is obvious.

4.6. Asymptotic alternative lemma.  Let g *u h ~ AP, 0).  Then one of the

following conditions hold: ciP, g) ^ h + ciP, h) - g or AP, h) ~ g + ciP, g) - b.

Proof.   First we claim that either ciP, g) iL h — g or AP, h) tL g — h.   Sup-

pose the contrary.   Then, by [6, §2.95L, D], Pih + ig- h)) « Pih) and

P(g + (b- g)) « P(g).   That is, Pig) « Pih) and Pih) « Pig), a contradiction.

By symmetry, it suffices to show that AP, g) jL h - g implies AP, h) ~ g +

AP, g) - h.   There are three cases to consider.

(3)   A proof for case one can be constructed by changing the results dealing with

d.p.'s, given in IV, to corresponding results dealing with polynomials.   The latter results

are uniformly less difficult.   Reference must be made to [3] for information about the crit-

ical monomials of polynomials.
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Case one.   AP, g)»h- g.   We have, by [6, § 2.95L, D], Pig + ih - g)) ~

Pig).   That is, Pig) ~ Pih).   Moreover, by the same reference, Pih + ig+ AP, g) - h))

= Pig + AP, g)) « Pig).   Thus, we have (a): Pih + ig + AP, g) - h)) « Pih).

Suppose that k e K is « AP, g).   Then k + h - g « AP, g).   Thus, by [6,

§2.95L, D], Pig + ik + h- g)) ^ Pig).   That is, we have (b): Pih + k) ^ Pih) when-

ever k « ci P, g).

Consider Pih + AP, g)).   If Pih + AP, g)) « Pih), then (b) and [6, §2.95L, D]

and the fact that P is c.u. implies AP, g) = ciP, h).   On the other hand, if

Pih + AP, g)) > Pih), then (a) implies AP, g) e crit(P(i + Y), Z).   Since P is c.u.

and AP, g) « AP, 0), we have AP, g) = AP, tí).   Thus, in either case, AP, g)

- AP, h).   Since AP, g)» h- g, it follows that AP, h) ~ g + AP, g) - h.

Case two.   AP, g) X h- g, but A h - g.   Pig + ih - g)) « Pig) follows from

[6, §2.95L, D].   That is, Pih) « Pig).  Moreover, as above, Pih + ig + AP, g) - h))

« Pig).   Since Pig) Ä Pih), we have (c): Pih + (g + AP, g) - tí)) « Pih).

Since P is c.u., Pig + Y) is stable at h — g. Thus, if k « h — g, we have

Pig + ih- g)) ~ Pig + ih-g + k)). That is, (d): Pih) ~ Pih + k) whenever k «

h — g.   We note that, since we are in Case two, k « h — g iff k « g + ciP, g) — b.

Let q e M be ~ g + AP, g) - h.   If Pih + q) « Pih), then q = AP. h) follows

from (d) and the fact that P is c.u.and [6, §2.95L, D].   On the other hand, if

Pih + q) > Pih), then (c) implies q e crit (P(g + Y), Z).   Since P is c.u. and q

« AP, 0), we have a = AP, tí).   Thus, AP, h) ~ g + ciP, g) - h in each case.

Case three.   AP. g) « h - g.   Then g + AP, g) - h ^ g - h.   But, as before,

Pih + ig + AP, g) - h)) « Pig) and Pih + ig - h)) = Pig).   Thus, Pih + Y) is un-

stable at g — h.   Since P is c.u. and g- h «AP, 0), it follows that g — h ^

AP, tí).   Thus, AP, h) ̂  g + ciP. g) - h.

4.7. D.   Let ? be a set of d.p.'s over Z.   Let g be an element of X and

~ AP, 0).   Then g is said to be a P-stable element for j   iff Aig + Y) is stable

at AP, g) whenever A e J.

4.8. L. Let ? be a finite, nonempty set of nonidentically zero d.p.'s which

are either zero order or first order and of degree < n. Then 3 a P-stable element

for j, say g.

Proof.   The proof is by induction on card(j).   Let J = \A\.  If A is stable

at AP, 0), we take g = AP, 0).   If, on the other hand, A is unstable at AP, 0),

we may, since Z is first order-rzth degree closed, select gQ <\- AP, 0)  such that

A(g() * 0.   If AigQ + Y) is stable at AP, gQ), we take g = gQ.  If, on the other

hand, AigQ + Y) is unstable at AP, gQ), we select gl ~ AP, gQ) such that

Aigo + gJ-0.
It the recursive procedure given above does not lead to a R-stable element
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for ÍF, 3   an infinite sequence into K, say (gn, gy, • • •), such that

Pig0 +•••+• g •) = 0 and g ■ y « gi Vz > 0.   But then the preliminary structure the-

orem of §3.5 would be contradicted.

Let a > 1 and suppose the lemma is true for card (F) < a.   Let J *

ÍA., ...,A   }.   By the induction hypothesis, 3  a P-stable element for J - ÍA  I,

say hQ.   PihQ + Y) is c.u. by §4.5.   Thus, we may apply the induction hypothesis

to obtain a PihQ + Y)-stable element for ÍAAhQ + Y)\, say hy.   It is easy to see

that g = h. + hy is a P-stable element for J.

4.9. L.  3   a first order, in + l)st degree d.p.  over Z, say P, which is c.u.

and, moreover, asymptotically nonsingular at ciP, 0).

Proof.   The proof is given in §4.34.

4.10. General hypothesis for §§4.11-33. Q is a first order, (tz + l)st degree

d.p. over Z which is c.u. and asymptotically nonsingular at ciQ, 0) (w.l.o.g., we

assume ciQ, 0) = 1). z £ G is transcendental over K. h £ G is such that Qiz, h)

= 0. (We are making use of the fact that Q « QÍY, DY) provides a polynomial over

K in two variables.)

4.11. L.  Qiz, Y) is irreducible over Kiz).

Proof.   Suppose Qiz, Y) is reducible over Kiz).   Then, by Gauss' lemma, it

is reducible over K[z], say Qiz, Y) = Aiz, Y)BÍz, Y).   Thus, of course, QÍY, DY)

" AiY, DY)BiY, DY).   Since Q is unstable at ciQ, 0), it is easy to see (cf. §6.1.,

also §4.14) that either AiY. DY) or BÍY, DY) is unstable at dQ, 0).   W.l.o.g.,

we assume that A is unstable at ciQ, 0).   Since A is a first order d.p. over Z

of degree < tz, A = 0 has a solution in Kf ~ ciQ, O).   But then Q » 0 also has

such a solution, contradicting the fact that it is c.u.

4.12. Corollary.   Each element of Kiz, h) has a unique representation of the

form, JLla.h1: 0 < / < 72I where a. £ Kiz), and also a representation of the form,

Biz, ¿)(A(z))_1 where B and A are polynomials over K and the degree of Biz, h)

w.r.t. h is < n.

4.11.  D.   Let K' denote the field, Kiz, h), and D1, the derivative on K',

defined by setting D g = Dg, iot g £ K, and D z = h.

4.14. Discussion.    Let ] [ be the gauge function of Z (cf. [6, §2.14D]).

Since each nonzero element of K is ~    to some element of Al, ] [ is a valuation

of K with value group U and, moreover, we have f «g iff ]/l « ]g[ (cf. [3,

Appendix, Note l]).   The above equivalence enables us indirectly to extend the

asymptotic order « to an asymptotic order for K', by extending ] [ to a valua-

tion of K', say ] [', with value group U.

4.15. Notation (§§4.16-29).   The assertion "/ is an element of K'and equals
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Biz, ¿)(A(z))     " will mean, in addition to its usual meaning, that B and A ate

polynomials over K and B has degree < n w.r.t. its second variable.  If

RÍY y, Y A is a polynomial over K, then the assertion "g is a Q-stable element

for R" will mean that g is a Q-stable element for ÍR(Y, DY)\.  If g is a Q-stable

element (for some set of d.p.'s), g + ciQ, g) will be denoted by g*.

4.16. D.   Suppose that / is a nonzero element of K' and equals

Biz, i)(A(z))-1.   Let g be a Q-stable element for ÍA, B\.  We define ]/[' =

Mg^Aig*)-^.   We also define ]0['= 0.

4.17. L.  ] [' is a well-defined mapping and extends ] [.

Proof.   There are two ambiguities in the definition of ] ['.   Let f £ K   and

= Biz, h)iAiz))~l.  Suppose that g and k ate Q-stable elements for \A, B\.   By

§4.6, we may assume, w.l.o.g., that ciQ, g) ~ k* — g.   Since Aig + Y) is stable

at ciQ, g), we have Aig*) ^ Aig + ik* - g)) = Aik*).  Therefore, ]Aig*)[ = ]A(/fe*)[

and similarly for B.  Thus, ] [' is well defined w.r.t. different choices of Q-

stable elements.

It is easy to deal with the ambiguity due to the representation of / as a quo-

tient and clear that ]/[ = ]/[', for f £ K.

4.18. L.  ]/+ *[' << maxi]/[', ]k['\, whenever f, k e K'.

Proof.   Suppose that /, k and f + k ate nonzero.   Let /= Biz, ¿)(A(z))-1

and k = Diz, i)(C(z))_1.   Let g be a Q-stable element for \A, B, C, D, AC, CB +

AD\.   Since ] [ is a valuation,

]ß(g*M(gV +D(g*)C(g*)-1[<< max {]B(g*)A(gV[, iDí/íCí/)'1!}.

The lemma follows.

If /, k or / + k - 0, the proof is trivial.

4.19. L.  ]/*['= 1/1M'. whenever /./fee K'.

Proof.   Suppose that fk 4 0 and /= Biz, h) and k = Diz, h).  By Euclid's

algorithm, 3  polynomials over K, say FÍV,), //(V,, Y2), and RÍY y, Y A, such

that we have the polynomial equation, FBD = HQ + R, and H and R have degree

< n w.r.t. Y2.  Let g be a Q-stable element for \F, B, D, H, R\.  Consider the

d.p. equation, FBDig +Y) = HQig + Y) + Rig + Y).   By §6.1, FBDig + Y) and

Rig + Y) ate stable, while HQ(g + Y) is unstable at ciQ, g).   Thus, §6.1 implies

]FBDig*)[ = ]R(g*)[.   Since ] [ is a valuation and fk = Riz, i)(F(z))-1, we have

]fk['=]f[W.  H 40 has been assumed w.o.l.g.

If /= Biz, è)U(z))-1 and /fe = Diz, è)(C(z))-1, a slight change in the proof

is necessary.   If fk = 0, the result is obvious.
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4.20. L.  ] [' ¿s a valuation of X' and has value group U.

Proof.   By the definition of 1 [' and the two previous sections.

4.21. D. L.  Whenever f, g e K', we define f «' g iff ]/t'«]g['.   The

ordered quadruple X' = (X1, «', U, C) is a graduated field iGF).  iThe various

asymptotic notions of X' will be denoted by ] [', «', «%/, «', etc.)   Moreover,

if k is a nonzero element of K', then k -A m for some m e M.

Proof.   X' is a GF by application of §4.20 (cf. [3, Appendix, Note l]).

Suppose that k e K' - X and = Biz, h).   Let g be a Q-stable element for

iß! and Big*) ~ m e M.   Let / be a Q-stable element for iß, B - ttz!.   Then Bif*)

~ Big*).   Thus, Bif*) ~ ttz or Bif*) - m «m.   Since /isa Q-stable element for

iß - TTzi,  it follows that k ly,' 772.

If k is of the form, Biz, h)iAiz))~l, a slight change in the above proof is

necessary.   If k e X, the result is obvious.

4.22. General hypothesis for §§4.23-29.  r eJl.  g, an element of X,   is

*.l. z'=(z-g)(c(Q, g))'1.

4.23. L.  Suppose that Q is r-inscribed.   Let Q   be the polynomial over K

such that QriY, DrY) = QÍY) iDfY = xqXi ... xrDY).   Let Qriz, V) = 2 qj*.

Tie72 qQ «' q   and qi <'z7    Vz'.

Proof.   Let H be the polynomial over X such that HÍY, DfY) = Qr(l + Y, DfY)

'Ih.-Y^DY)'.  A  and ß will refer, respectively, to the dp'.'s,  2(¿>¿0Y'': ¿ > OÍ

and '¿ih..Y'iDTY)i: j > l!.   Since Q is asymptotically nonsingular at  1 (= AQ, 0)),

we have h.. A_hQl V; > 1 by [6, §3-9L].   Thus, clearly, B is stable at all non-

zero elements of X which are « 1.   Indeed, for such an element /, Bif) ~

*oi*V-
Let k be a Q(l + y)-stable element for \A\.   We have Q(l + k + Y) =

Aik +Y) + Bik + Y).   Qil + k + Y) is unstable, but Aik + Y) and Bik + Y) ate

stable at AQ, 1 + k).   Thus, by §6.1, ]Aik + AQ, 1 + k))[ = ]ßik + AQ, 1 + *))[.

By the stability property of B   given above, we see that Aik + AQ, 1 + k)) «

hQy   qQ = Aiz - l) by definition.   Clearly,  1 + k is a Q-stable element for

lA(Y - 1)!.   Therefore, Mk + AQ, 1 + k))[ = ]</„['.  Thus 90 «' *or

ql = 2\hniz- lY: i>0\.   Since z ~ I «'l, ql ^'hQV   Thus, q{ ■</ qx

follows from the condition, bQ.^ h- tot /> 1.

4.24. Corollary.   Let Q'iY) = Qig + AQ, g)Y).   Suppose that Q' is r-inscribed.

Let Qr' be the polynomial over X such that Qr'(V, DfY) = Q'iY).   If Qr'U', Y) =

2 c¿Vl» then cQ «' Cj a72a" c¿ <_' c{ V¿.
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Proof.   The proof is analogous to that of §4.23 with Q' and z' replacing Q

and z, respectively.

4.25. L.  D'Tz and D'rz' are «' 1.

Proof.  D'z = xQXy • • • xfh.   Clearly, 1 is a Q-stable element for \DfY\.  Thus,

by definition, ]d/z[' = ]Dfil + c(Q, l))[= ]DriciQ, l))[.   But, DridQ, l)) « 1

since ciQ, l)« 1.  Thus D'fz «' 1.

Consider D'z'.  Clearly, g + ciQ, g) is a Q-stable element for

iDAiY-gMQ.g))-1)}.

Thus, by definition, ]D'tz\' = ]Dfp[ where p = ciQ, g + ciQ, g))iciQ, g))~K

Since p « 1, Dj> « 1.  Thus, D V «' 1.

4.26. L.  Suppose k is an element of K' which is fa' 1 and equals Aiz\

Then D'fk «' 1.

Proof.   Let / be a Q-stable element for \A\.   Then A(/*)«l.  Let BÍY) =

1 b Y' = Aif + ciQ, /)(1 + Y)).   By a straightforward application of [3, §23], we

have b. < bQ Vz.   b0 = Aif) « 1.   Let z" = (z - fXciQ, /))"l.   Then Aiz) =

Biz' - 1).  Thus, D/*= Sizè/z"- lY"lDy+ iz" - iYd^A".  DTb{« 1 since

b{ <_1.   D'z*«' 1 by §4.25.   Thus, since z"- 1 «' 1, all the terms in the sum

for Df'A are «' 1.   Therefore, D¿k «' 1.

4.27. L.  For r sufficiently large   (pf)2z   and ÍD¿)2z' are «' 1.

Proof.   Let r be so large that Q is r-inscribed.   By §4.23 and its notation,

if QTiz, Y)= 2q.Yl, then a0«'aj and q{ ^'?,  Vz.   W.l.o.g., we may assume

<7j ~' 1.   Then iD^)2z «' 1 results from differentiating the equation, ?£ q .(j) 'z)'

= 0, and using the estimates, D¿z and D'rqi « ' 1 (ci. §§4.25-26).

The estimate of ÍD¿)2z' follows in an analogous way by considering the d.p.,

Qig + ciQ. g)Y), and §4.24.

4.28. L.  Suppose k is an element of K' which «' 1 and equals Biz, h\

Then D¿k «' 1.

Proof.   Let / be a Q-stable element for [B] and z* = iz - f)idQ, f))"1.  Let

t be an integer such that Bif + ciQ, f)Y) and Qif + ciQ, f)Y) ate /-inscribed and

(D/)V«' 1.   Let Bif + ciQ, /)(1 + Y))= 1 h.-Y^Dj)1'.   By a straightforward ap-

plication of [6, §2.99L], h.. ±hQ0 Vz. /.    h00 = Bif*) « 1.  k -

2 b..iz" — lYÍD¡z"y.   D^k «' 1 follows by differentiating the preceding equation

and recalling the estimates, b.. <_1, z"- 1 «' 1, D¡z"«' 1, andÍD¡)2z"«'l.
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If r> t, the above proof applies.   On the other hand, if r < t, then D'fk «'

D[k «' 1.

4.29. L.   Suppose k is an element of X' which is  «' 1.   Then D'k «   1.

Proof.   We may write k = Biz, h)iAiz))~l.   W.l.o.g., we may assume (cf. §4.21)

Biz, tí) «   Aiz) «   1.   The result now follows by differentiating the above equa-

tion and considering §4.26 and §4.28.

4.30. L.   Z' = ((X', «', U, C), D', x) is a GLF.

Proof.   By §4.21 and the definition of a GLF, it remains only to show that

D' is stable, in the context of Z , at the nonconstant logarithmic monomials.

But, by §6.2, it suffices to show what has been shown in §4.29«

4.31. D.   A d.p. which is c.u., say P, is said to be rank-stable iff (1)  when-

ever P is r-inscribed, then AP, O) £M;, and (2)  whenever g~ AP, O) and

Pig + Y) is z/-inscribed, then AP, g) e M .

In general, when a d.p., say R, is r-inscribed and p écrit (R, Z), but 4M ,

we will say that a rank rise occurs at p.

4.32. L.   3  nonzero elements of X, say a, b, and d, such that b ~ AQ, 0)

and aQib + dY) is rank-stable.

Proof.   The proof is given in §4.35.

4.33»   L.   Z   is strongly attached to Z and X' C G.

Proof.   It only remains to show that Z' is finitely enveloped.   Let ÍF =

{/,, /,, •••>/*! be a finite subset of X*.  We must show that ÍF is contained in a

field which is constrained over Z .   W.l.o.g., we may assume that,   V¿, /. =

B .(z, h) where ß. is a polynomial over X.   Let a, b, and d be elements of X

such that L = aQib + dY) is rank-stable (cf. §4.32).  Since Z is finitely enveloped,

3r eîï and an r-constrained field (over Z), say H, which contains \a, b, d\ and

the coefficients of both L and Bjt  V¿.  Since Z is algebraically closed (cf. §1.7),

we may assume (cf..[6, §2114L]) that H is algebraically closed.

Let z" = iz- b)d- l.   Let //' be the differential field Hiz'D'z").  Since H'

obviously contains ?, it suffices to show that each nonzero element of //' is ~'

to a logarithmic monomial of rank < r.   Or, what is the same, that ] [ ' (restricted

to H ) is a valuation of H   with value group U .

First we consider Hiz").   It suffices to consider a polynomial over H in z",

say Aiz").  Since L is rank-stable and, moreover, H is algebraically closed,  3,

by an examination of the proof of §4.8, an element of H, say s, which is an L-

stable element for JAj.   By a straightforward argument (cf. [6, §2.20L]), we have
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ciQ, b + ds) ~ dciL, s).  Thus, it follows easily that b + ds is a Q-stable element

for {A^y-feV-1)!.   Therefore, ]A(z")['=]A(s + a" MQ. b + ds))[.   But, since,

clearly, s + d~ 1ciQ, b + ds) 6 H, we have Ais + d~ 1dQ, b + ds)) e H.   Thus,

Aiz1) is «v* to a logarithmic monomial of rank < r (cf. §4.21).   The same is true

for all nonzero elements of Hiz").   Thus, ] [ ' (restricted to Hiz")) is a valuation

of Hiz") with value group Uf.

Since H' is algebraic over Hiz") and U   cannot be enlarged by adding roots

of its own elements, it follows from valuation theory considerations (cf. [2, Corol-

lary 1, p. 300]) that ] [ ' (restricted to H1) is a valuation of H' with value group

group. Ur.

4.34. Proof of §4.9.   Since Z is first order-nth degree closed, but 720/ first

order-(72 + l)st degree closed,  3  a first order d.p. over Z, say P, of degree

»2+1 and 772 e crit(P, Z) such that P = 0 has no solution, ~ 772, in X.   Let u

denote the set of all ordered pairs, (P, m), which satisfy the above conditions.

We claim that d contains an element, say (Q, p), such that Q is asymptotically

nonsingular at p.   Indeed, in the contrary case, a contradiction can be obtained

by a straightforward use (cf. §1.5 and §3.2 for similar applications) of Strodt's

structure theorem (cf. [6, §6.10]).

Let (Q, p) be as claimed.   By [6, §3.35],   3a, b, d e K such that b ~ p and

L m aQib + dY) is quasilinear (cf. [6, §4.6]).   The theory of quasilinear d.p.'s is

thoroughly developed in [6, Chapter 41.   By [6, §4.13], L has a unique principal

monomial, say  /.   Moreover, if   /~i,   then, by [6, §4.20],   Tif, L)

(= idLif)/dY)~  Lif + Y)) is also quasilinear and, thus, it has a unique principal

monomial.   Therefore, by definition, L is c.u. if we can show that:  whenever

g ~ t and r e crit(L(g + Y), Z) is « t, then r is the principal monomial of

Lig + Y).

Suppose the contrary for a particular g and r.   In this case we can show (cf.

[7, Lemma 45, p. 104]) that zzz(Y), the homogeneous linear part of Tig, L), is un-

stable at r.   We claim that T (= Tig, L)) is c.u.  Suppose the contrary.   Let t

be the principal monomial of T.   Then   3/i <\, /    and s € crit(T, Z) « tQ, such

that s is not the principal monomial of Tik + Y).   Then, as before, wAy), the

homogeneous linear part of Tik, T), is unstable at s.  It can be shown (cf. [7,

Lemma 44, p. 102]) that r Ä s follows from r e crit(tHY), Z) and s e crit(tîzfe(y), Z).

This contradicts s « r.

4.35. Proof of §4.32.  We may assume, w.l.o.g., that Q is quasilinear since,

in the contrary case,  3a, b, d e K such that aQib + dY) is quasilinear (cf. [6,

§3.35]).

If H is quasilinear then no rank rise can occur at its principal monomial, ex-

cept under very special conditions (cf. [6, §4.24]).   One can prove (cf. [7, Lemma
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52, p. Ill]) the following:

Lemma a.   // H is quasilinear and c.u. and a rank rise occurs at ciH, 0),

then TiciH, 0), H) is rank-stable.

Suppose that Q  is not rank-stable.   Q  can fail in two ways.   First, a rank

rise may occur at ciQ, 0).  Then, by Lemma a, TiciQ, 0), Q) is rank-stable.

Second, Qik + y) may have a rank rise at ciQ, k) for some k *v ciQ, 0).   Clearly,

Tik, Q) also has a rank rise at ciQ, k).   Thus, by Lemma a, TiciQ, k), Tik, Q))

is rank-stable.   Therefore, in either case, a d.p. of the form, aQib + dY), with

b ^ ciQ, 0), is shown to be rank-stable.

V. Applications.

General hypothesis for V»   Z= ÜK, «, U, C), D, x) is a GLF (not neces-

sarily finitely enveloped) and C is algebraically closed.   P is a first order d.p.

which is inscribed over Z (cf. [6, §2.106D]).

First order structure theorem.  Suppose that P - 0 has an infinite sequence

of adjoinable solutions, say v , vQ + Vy, • • •, vQ + Vy + • • • + v , • • •.  (By this

we mean that ¡or some field, say H, which is constrained over Z and contains

the coefficients of P,  3  a nondecreasing sequence of constrained overfields of

H, say H0, H y, •••, such that f¿ eH. Vz.)   Then it is impossible to have v^_. «

v. Vf.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. We will obtain a contradiction by embedding

that part of Z, which is relevant to P and the v., in a first order closed GLF

and applying the preliminary structure theorem of §3.5.

Let G* Uífíj-I. Let Mill) be the set of (unit) logarithmic monomials of Z.

Let F = G{M), the differential field generated over G by Al. Let Z„ =■

ÜF, «', U, C), D', x), where «' and D' refer, respectively, to the restrictions

of « and D to F. It is easy to see that Z. is a finitely enveloped GLF. Let

Zq be a first order differential closure of ZQ. The preliminary structure theorem

is then contradicted by P and the v..

Example 1     (due to E. R. Kolchin).   The nonalgebraic, first order differential

equation, x logix)idU/dx) - U log((7) = 0, where U = x + (l - x)Y, has among its

solutions, the functions, 1, 1 + *     , 1 + x"1 + x~2, • • • and so on.

By the first order structure theorem, a chain of solutions, such as 1, 1 +
— t l o

x     , 1 + x~   + x~ , • • «, is impossible for an algebraic, first order differential

equation.   Of course, much more general chains of solutions than 1, 1 + X    , • • •

are denied to algebraic, first order differential equations by the same theorem.

Example 2    (due to W. Strodt).   The algebraic, second order differential equa-

tion, UidU/dx) + xUd,idU/dx) - xidU/dx)2 = 0, where U » x + (l - x)Y, has
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among its solutions the functions, 1, 1 + x     , I + x~l + x~2, •• • and so on.

This shows that a general structure theorem is unavailable (4) for algebraic

differential equations of order greater than one.

A result on critical chains. Let m ■ im^ m., m2, •••) be a critical chain

for P (cf. §3-1), where, for each ¿, 772 f is a logarithmic monomial. Then 3 a

nonnegative integer p, such that, for each ¿, the logarithmic rank of m. is < p.

Proof.   Let H be a constrained field over Z which contains the coefficients

of P.   Let F = H(M).   Define Zn and Z* as in the previous proof.   The result

now follows from §3.4 provided that m is a critical chain for P w.r.t. Z*.   But

this is clear since the fact that m is a critical chain for P w.r.t. Z depends only

on the value of P at the points of F (cf. [6, §2.97L]) and F and the asymptotic

ordering of its elements is common to Z, ZQ, and Z*.

Example 3 (Strodt).   The differential polynomial, P(Y) = AY - x2idY/dx)2-

xdY/dx, has a critical chain, imQ, m^, •••), where mQ * (log x)2 and m   =

— 2(log x)(log(log x)) and the higher elements in the chain are monomials of

rank < 2.   These facts can be verified with the aid of Bank's algorithm.

The coefficient domain for P has rank 0, i.e., the coefficients involve only

constants and powers of x.   The critical chain has rank 2.   Thus, we say the

rank rise here is 2.   This is the largest rank rise which has been observed in an

example.   The maximum rank   rise question is an open problem.   However, certain

bounds have been obtained (unpublished) by Strodt.

VI. Appendix.

6.1.   Let F be a field of characteristic zero with a valuation, say V (cf.

[2, pp. 296-300]).   Let « be the ordering of the value group of V. g is a nonzero

element of F.

Definition.   If /, h e F, then / «v. h means Vif - h) « Vih).   If A  is an opera-

tor on F, then A is said to be stable at g iff ¿ ~ g implies A(i) ~ Aig).

Lemma.   Let A, B and C be operators on F  (1) // A and B are stable at

g, so is AB.  (By AB we mean the operator AB: f r~* A(f)Bif).)  (2) // A is

stable and B is unstable, then AB is unstable at g.   (3)  ¡f A =* B + C and A, C

are stable at g and B is unstable at g, then ViAig)) = ViCig)).  (A) if A «= B +

C, and A is unstable at g, but B and C are stable at g, then V(ß(g)) = ViCig)).

Proof.  (1) ((2)) follows from the easily established fact that / ~ s and d ~

iA)t implies fd a, iA)st.

Consider (3). It clearly suffices to show that ViBih)) « ViCXh)) whenever h ~ g.

A)  However, certain structure theorems can be proved for broad classes of higher

order algebraic differential equations (cf. [7, Theorem 14, p. 2021).
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Suppose to the contrary that 3 an hQ ~ g such that ViBihA) >ç> ViCihA).  Clearly,

B is unstable at i. since it is unstable at g and hQ ~ g.   Thus, 3  an h y ~ hQ

such that ViBihy) - BihQ)) >> VÍBÍhQ)).   On the other hand, since C is stable

at g, it is also stable at hQ.  Thus, ViCihy) - CihQ)) « VÍCÍhQ)).   Combining

inequalities, we have ViCihy) - CihQ)) « Vißihy) - BihA).   It follows by an

easy valuation argument that ViAihy) - AihQ)) « ViBihy) - BihQ)).   Since A is

clearly stable at hQ, ViAihy) - A(/bQ)) « v(A(¿0)).   Thus, by collecting equalities

and inequalities, we have ViAihA) » VÍBÍhQ)) >> V(C(/b0)).  That is, ViAihQ))

» maxjv(ß(i0)), VÍCÍhQ))\.  This is a contradiction since A = B + C and V is

a valuation.

(4) can be proved by similar considerations.

6.2.   Lemma.  Let Z ■ ÜK, «, U, C), D, x) satisfy all the defining conditions

for a GLF icf. [6, §2.4]), except possibly condition (2) of [6, §2.4], i.e., we do

not assume that D is stable at each element of U — \l\.  We do assume that U

consists only of logarithmic monomials.   The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) D is stable at each element of I/—111.

(2) DJ « 1, whenever / « 1 and r e Jl.

(3) Dh « 1, whenever h « 1 aTza" r 6 Jl.

Proof.  (2) and (3) are easily seen to be equivalent.  Moreover, if (1) holds

then Z is a GLF and [6, §2.31L] implies (2) and, thus, (3) also.

It suffices to show that (2) implies (1).  Let a £ U — ill.   If h ^ a, then

h « a + ue with e « 1.  Dh - Du + uDe + eDu.   Thus, Dh ~ Da, provided uDe

« Du or, in other words, provided a(Da)-1De « 1.   We claim that a(Da)"1 ~

XqXj •«• xr fot some r 6ÎÏ.   Of course, if our claim is true, (2) implies uiDu)~1De

« 1 and, thus, Da ~ Dh.

Let us prove our claim.  Since a ¿ 1, it has the form, xsX°.y ••• x'. with

a j¿ 0.   By differentiation, a-1Da « tf(*0*i *** xs'~l + "" + ^xoxl *'* x,~1.

If we can show that xn » 1 Vn eîï, it will follow that u~lDu « (x.x, ••• x )~l

and, thus, a(Da)"1 « x0Xj • • • x^.   We have xn ft 1, for in the contrary case the

condition D„_iU„)" 1 is contradicted.   Since xn £ U, it is either » or « 1.

But, if x   « 1, then (2) implies Dn   Ax ) « 1 which contradicts D     Ax ) - 1.
it * 71-1        71 71— 1       ft

Thus, xn» 1 Vn eJl.
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